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The Romanian Historians and the Propaganda: 
Five Profiles (1914-1946)

Every state, every political regime, every period has its own forms and 
representations of propaganda. This paper will not discuss the general aspects of 
propaganda,1 nor will it focus on the propaganda conducted in Romania1 2 but will 
examine the involvement of the historians in propaganda activities. A premise of 
my research is that not only the institutions, but also the people, the individuals are 
important for the propaganda activities. In this case, as I will show in what 
follows, the historians played a ven- active role, not only as professional 
historians, but as politicians too.

1 Domenach, La propagande politique (1959); Ellul, Histoire de la propagande (1967); O’Shaughnessy, 
Politics and Propaganda (2004).

2 Dascälu, Propaganda extemä a Pomániei Mari (1998); Anton, Propaganda fi rätpoi (2007).

For a long time, the association of personalities with propaganda had a 
negative connotation, and those figures were regarded with caution. WTiile a 
historian from a neighbouring country who engages in historical propaganda and 
upholds the historical rights of his country over a province risks being labelled 
an irredentist and a revisionist, our own historian, who makes historical 
propaganda and supports the historical rights of our country over the same 
province will be deemed a patriot and an objective historian. The present paper 
will concentrate on our historians, on the Romanian historians involved in 
propaganda activities and publications and will try to examine their background, 
to understand this involvement through their origins, academic careers, political 
involvement, historical researches and publications.

For Romania, the years 1914—1946 were a period of major structural changes 
at the political, territorial, cultural and social levels. It started with World War I 
and the Paris Peace Conference (1919—1920), it crossed the interwar period and 
its international politics based on the System of Versailles. The 1930s witnessed 
the ascent of Germany, Italy and other states (the so-called revisionist states'). 
World War II completely overturned the balance of powers and the end of the 
war brought about the Soviet occupation of Romania and the establishment of 
the Communist regime here. The last important moment for my analysis is the 
Paris Peace Conference of 1946.
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1. The institutions

Some historians were Ministers for the Minorities’ Issues (Silviu Dragomir, 
1937—1939) or Ministers of Propaganda (Constantin C. Giurescu, 1940), while 
other historians were active in governmental institutions that specialized in 
propaganda, like the Bureau of Peace (1942—1945), where Gheorghe I. Brätianu, 
Constantin C. Giurescu, Ioan Lupa$, ßtefan Manciulea, Ion Nistor, Zenovie 
Pâclisanu, and Victor Papacostea were involved.

Propaganda is not always the product of a government; it is also the product 
of universities or cultural institutions. Ioan Lupas and Alexandru Lapedatu 
founded the Institute of National History, as a member of the Ferdinand I 
University in Cluj and its publication, Anuarul lnstitutului de Istorie Nationaid [The 
Yearbook of the National History Institute], Professor Silviu Dragomir was the 
head of the Centre for Studies and Research on Transylvania, an institution 
associated with the same University of Cluj (1942—1945). The same Centre 
published the Revue de Transylvanie (1934—1944) during its most active period. In 
Bucharest, Nicolae Iorga founded the Institute for the Study of World History 
(the World History Institute) in 1937, which was led, after his assassination, by 
Gheorghe I. Brätianu (1941—1947). The institute published the prestigious Revista 
istoricd [The Historical Review] (1915-1946), its editor-in-chief being the same 
Nicolae Iorga, followed by Nicolae Bänescu (1941-1946). Nicolae Iorga also 
created the Institute for South-East European Studies, founded in Bucharest too, 
in 1914 and its periodical, Ríw Historique du Sud-Est Européen (1924—1946; in 
1963 the publication was resumed under the name Revue des études sud-est 
européenne^). Another similar institution was the Institute for Balkan Studies and 
Research (1937—1947), founded in Bucharest by Victor Papacostea, a student of 
Nicolae Iorga’s. There are many other examples of institutions, centres, institutes 
and reviews that were important for the propaganda activities in the above- 
mentioned period.3

3 An overview in Mârza, Romanian Historians and Propaganda, 39-96.

These institutions coordinated the scientific research on specific topics, 
organized conferences and published reviews or other publications, even series 
which served for the purpouses of the official propaganda.

2. The historians

During the period of interest here, a large number of Romanian historians 
served the needs of propaganda through their books, brochures, articles and 
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papers: Nicolae Bänescu, Alexandru Boldur, Gheorghe I. Brätianu, Stefan 
Ciobanu, Constantin Daicoviciu, Silviu Dragomir, Constantin C. Giurescu, 
Nicolae lorga, Ioan Lupaj, Stefan Manciulea, Stefan Metes, Ioan Moga, Ion 
Nistor, Emil Panaitescu, Zenovie Pâclisanu and Radu Vulpe. It should be 
mentioned that most of these publications were published as a result of historical 
researches and the use for the purposes of the propaganda was a secondary one.

But the above mentioned institutions published also collective volumes with 
an evident propaganda purpose, like the massive monographs entitled Fa 
Transylvanie (Bucharest, 1938, over 800 pages), published by the Institute of 
National History in Cluj, Siebenbürgen (Bucharest, 2 vols., 1943, cca. 800 pages), 
published by the Institute for Romanian History in Bucharest, l^t Transylvanie 
(Bucharest, 1938, over 800 pages), Fa Transylvanie (Paris, 1946, over 300 pages); 
these were collective monographs published by historians, linguists, historians of 
literature, art historians, sociologists, economists, geographers, lawyers and 
architects.

My recent researches focused on five Romanian historians representative for 
their careers, discourse and publications and also active in politics and 
propaganda: Gheorghe I. Brätianu (1898-1953), Silviu Dragomir (1888-1962), 
Ioan Lupas (1880—1967), Ion Nistor (1876—1962) and Zenovie Pâclisanu (1886— 
1957). This selection was deliberate, and its main criterion was their 
historiographical relevance, since they are representative for the Romanian 
historiography of 1900—1940. Each case is unique, but at the same time, they all 
experienced relatively similar careers and destinies. In the next pages of this 
paper I will summarize the main conclusions of my research.4 I will observe their 
lives and careers, their publications too, focusing on those activities which I 
consider to be relevant for the purpose of my topic.

4 For a more extensive treatment, see Ibidem, 97-122.
5 For general information, see Spinei (ed.), Confluente istoriografice románesti fi europene, especially 

207—220, 241-354; Teodor, lstorici romani, 24—67; Toderajcu (ed.), Cuvinte, I-LXVI; Brätianu, 
Gheorghe I. Brätianu (1997).

2.1 ORIGINS. CAREERS

The selected historians were originated in different parts of nowadays 
Romania. Some of them were born in Transylvania (Dragomir, Lupas, 
Pâclisanu), Bukovina (Nistor) and the Old Kingdom (Brätianu). Their social 
origin was various, but included priests’ families with a long political tradition 
(Dragomir) or of peasant origin (Pâclisanu). In the case of Gheorghe I. 
Brätianu,5 it was a famous family that marked the Romanian history and politics
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for 100 years - his father and grandfather were influential politicians and prime
ministers too. Gheorghe I. Brätianu was therefore a privileged historian, always 
in medias res. Another biographical observation is the positioning of the 
Transylvanian historians under the mark of confessionalism. Dragomir and 
Lupas were Orthodox, Pâclisanu was a Greek Catholic; all of them let their faith 
interfere with their historical writings.

The historians from Transylvania and Bukovina were educated in the great 
Central European Universities (Budapest, Vienna, Chemivtsi), but also in 
Munich, Leipzig, Berlin. Brätianu studied in Iasi and Paris and obtained the 
Doctorate in Philosophy at the University of Chemivtsi, and the Doctorate in 
Letters in Paris. Nistor defended his PhD at the University of Vienna, under the 
supervision of the Byzantinist and Balkanist Konstantin Jirecek. All of them 
received a solid historical education and a deep understanding of the historical 
sources, and becoming acquainted with their contemporary historiographical 
trends. Some of them were from the beginning interested in the social and 
economic history (Dragomir, Brätianu, Nistor), in theoretical aspects (Lupaj), 
confessional history (the Transylvanian historians), in aspects regarding general 
history, Byzantine history, the history' of the South-East Europe (Brätianu).

All of them taught at the main Romanian universities (Cluj, Bucharest, 
Chemivtsi, Iaji). Dragomir and Lupa? were representative figures of the new 
(Romanian) University in Cluj (created in 1919),6 Nistor was politically involved 
in the transfer of the Chemivtsi University under Romanian administration 
(1918) and was its rector. He taught there after 1918, but also in the years 1912— 
1916. He also taught for two years at the Vienna University (1911-1912).7 
Brätianu was a professor at the universities in Iasi and Bucharest. They were also 
members of the Romanian Academy' and they were active in organizing new 
academic institutions and research centres or periodicals. Ioan Lupaj was one of 
the founders of the Institute for National History' and co-editor of the Anuarul 
lnstitutului de Istorie INationald din Cluj [The Yearbook of the National History- 
Institute in Cluj], and Silviu Dragomir was the creator of the Centre for Studies 
and Research on Transylvania and editor of the periodical La Revue de Transylvanie 
(founded 1934). Both institutions were subordinated to the University of Cluj.

6 Sipos, Silviu Dragomir, 42-49; Mârza, Romanian Historians, 105-106, 109.
7 I. Toderajcu in Zub (ed.), Ion Nistor, 95-104; Grecu, “Nistor”, 26-27; Mârza, Romanian 

Historians, 114.
8 Ciobanu, Ana Maria, et al., Institutul de Istorie ‘Nicolae Iorga, ” 105-163.

After the assassination of Nicolae Iorga (1940), Gheorghe I. Brätianu took 
over the directorship of the World History' Institute in Bucharest, which he 
renamed “Nicolae Iorga,” in memory' of its founder.8 He was one of the leaders 
of the “new school” of historians in interwar Romania, a response to the 
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traditional way of researching and understanding history, especially a response to 
Nicolae Iorga. Revista istorica romána [Romanian Historical Review] was the 
periodical of the “new school” published by the Institute of National History, 
functioning at the University of Bucharest and Brätianu was one of its editors.9 
Ion Nistor also published in Chemivtsi the historical review Codrii Cosminului 
[Cosmin Forest],

9 “Cuvänt inaintC [Foreword] to Revista Istorica Romána, I, 1, (1931): 3; Cernovodeanu, Revista 
istoricä romána, 12.

10 For an interesting perspective on the Romanian intelligentsia’s relations with politics, see Boia, 
Capcanele is toriéi (2011).

11 Grecu, “'Nistor,” 45.

2.2 HISTORIANS AS POLITICIANS

All the historians mentioned here were politically active, either as members of 
significant political parties,10 11 or as “technicians” in various governments, whose 
areas of expertise often included aspects related to the historical provinces, the 
religious confessions and the national minorities (Dragomir, Pâclifanu), Some of 
them benefited from the political experience of their families (Brätianu or 
Dragomir) or were politically active very early. As a student, Silviu Dragomir was 
politically active in Chemivtsi, and Ioan Lupas in Budapest. Before 1918, 
Dragomir served in the ranks of the Romanian National Party in Transylvania, 
and Ioan Lupas was a leading journalist convicted for a press offence (1908). In 
1916-1917, he was sentenced to house arrest in Hungary. Both of the 
Transylvanian historians were organizers of the Assembly of Alba Iulia (1 
December 1918), which decided the unification of Transylvania and the Banat 
with Romania. In the next period, they held executive functions in the Ruling 
Council (Consilitd Dirigent), the government body that managed the integration of 
Transylvania and the Banat in Romania. Zenovie Pâclijanu experienced a very 
similar political career too.

Ion Nistor had, perhaps, the most spectacular political career. To paraphrase 
one commentator, Ion Nistor did more than merely write history: he also made 
history.11 He got engaged in politics at Chemivtsi before 1914, and in the year 
1916, after the occupation of Chemivtsi by the Russian armies, he took refuge 
with his family in Romania, where he was among the most active campaigners 
for the union of Bukovina and Bessarabia with Romania. He was one of the 
main artisans of the process of unification and integration of the two provinces
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in Romania; he was also associated with the process of Bukovina’s 
“Romanianization”.12

12 Doina Huzdup and M. St. Ceau^u in Zub (ed.), Ion Nistor, 12-19,111-122, 123-130. Also see 
Hausleitner, Die Rumanisierung der Bukowina. (2001).

13 For Brätianu’s political activity, see Râpcanu (Ed.), Tradifia istoricä despre intemeierea statelor 
româneçti, XI—XXXI; Buzatu, Gheorghe in Spinei (ed.), Confluence istoriografice românefli p europene, 
461-500.

14 In 1941, Brätianu was one of the founders of the journal Geopolitica fi geoistoria. Revistä romána 
pentru sud-estul european [Geopolitics and Geohistory. The Romanian Journal for the European 
South-East], published in Bucharest until 1944.

15 Brätianu, La Roumanie et l’U.R.S.S. (1936).
16 Brätianu, „Bismarck und Ion C. Brätianu,“ 5-28.
17 Brätianu, L'organisation de la paix dans l'histoire universelle. (1997).
18 Toderajcu (ed.), Cuvinte.

During the interwar period, Brätianu was one of the leading politicians in 
Romania. He was a main member of the National Liberal Party, which had been 
for 7-8 decades the traditional feud of the Brätianus, and from 1930 on, he led a 
dissident political group (the so-called Georgists).13 He closely watched not only 
the Romanian, but also the international political scene.14 In the 1930s, he 
observed and commented on the resumption of diplomatic ties between 
Romania and the USSR, drawing attention to the threats the USSR represented 
for Romania’s international political stability.15 He kept a watchful eye on the 
relations between Romania and Germany, ever closer during the years that 
preceded the war. In 1939, he published a study in Germany, in which he placed 
Ion C. Brätianu and Bismarck face to face as a pretext for discussing the history 
of the Romanian-German diplomatic relations.16 During and after the war, he 
was one of the most alert observers and vehement defenders of the international 
system based on the Peace Treaties. This led him to run a series of university 
courses in the years 1943-1947, collected under the title L’organisation de la paix 
dans l’histoire universelle. His book manuscript remained unpublished until after 
1989.17

Many of the historians were opened to share to the broad public their 
historical researches and ideas through magazines, conferences, even radio 
broadcasting. For example, Nicolae Iorga was known by the public also through 
his radio-conferences published under the title Sfaturipe intunerec [Advice at Dark] 
(Bucharest, 1936-1940). A similar case was those of Gheorghe I. Brätianu. He 
held public conferences and lectures dedicated to the Romanian historical unity 
and published in 1942 as a book: Cuvinte cätre romäni [Words Addressed to the 
Romanians]18.

To make Brätianus profile as a historian complete, it should not be neglected 
that he effectively participated in the two world wars, in the military campaigns 
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of the Romanian Army in Moldova (1917), Bukovina (1918, 1941) and the 
Crimea (1942). This experience led him to write several interesting memoirs: File 
rupte din cartea rafitoiului [Pages Torn off the Book of the War], Notes sur un voyage 
en Crimée T*

Ion Nistor was also a member of the National Liberal Party. He occupied 
important government positions (Secretary of State, Minister), most often related 
to Bukovina or the national minorities. As regards Dragomir and Lupaj, they had 
rather similar political careers. They were involved in right-wing parties: the 
People’s Party, National Peasants’ Party, the National Agrarian Party, the 
National Christian Party', the latter one espousing far-right views. They were 
deputies in the Romanian Parliament, Secretaries of State and Ministers in 
various governments organized or supported by the above parties. Especially 
Dragomir was a supporter of King Charles II, remaining loyal to him even after 
the installation of the royal dictatorship and becoming one of the leaders of the 
National Renaissance Front, the unique party established by King Charles II.* 20 
The generation of the above-mentioned Romanian historians reached the peak 
of their academic and political careers between 1930 and 1940 and, as I will show 
in the next pages, they were all involved in the historiographical effort of 
supporting Romania’s external policy? during and around World War II.

w Brätianu, File rupte din cartea rätpoiului (1935; 20062); In Revue Historique du Sud-Est Européen XIX, 
1 (1942): 176-182.

20 Sipoç, Silviu Dragomir, 49-63.
21 Brätianu, Gheorghe I. Brätianu (1997).
22 I. Mârza in: Pâclisanu, Relatio Rumenorum, 16-20.
23 In Revue historique du Sud-Est européen XXIII (1946): 5-20. See also Toderajeu (ed.), Cuvinte, I- 

IX.
24 Çipoj, Silviu Dragomir, 79-87.

After the rising of the Communist Regime in 1944-1945, they were all 
removed from political office, universities and the Academy, being persecuted 
for their pohtical ideas, as main members of the Romanian political and cultural 
elite. Brätianu was imprisoned at Sighet Prison, where he died in unclear 
circumstances in 1953.21 Pâclisanu was a notorious member of the Greek- 
Catholic clerical hierarchy (he was Vicar General of the Romanian Church 
United with Rome), he was accused of espionage and treason and was arrested in 
1948. He was released in 1952, imprisoned again in 1957, and he passed away in 
Jilava Prison that same year.22 Like Marc Bloch, whom he eulogized in 1946, 
Brätianu (and Pâclisanu too) died on duty, as “a scholar and a soldier.”23

The new Communist regime enmeshed Silviu Dragomir in a criminal trial on 
economic charges, which was actually a dissimulated act of political persecution. 
He was imprisoned between 1949 and 1955.24 Lupaj was arrested too and from 
1950 to 1955, he was imprisoned in Sighet, having been convicted as a former
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Minister in the governments of the so-called “bourgeois-landlord” period. Nistor 
was arrested in 1950 and spent five years in the Sighet Prison, without hating 
been convicted.

In my research, I do not focus on historians who had a similar fate; on the 
contrary, I have selected the most representative and important Romanian 
historians of the time. Their academic and public careers, their involvement in 
political life, the political persecutions to which they were subjected were not 
unique to these five historians, but representative of an entire generation of 
historians and intellectuals, who were active during the 1920s—1940s.25

25 See Boia, Capcanele istoriei (2011).
26 Teodor, Islorici români, 68-91; Cräciun, Maria Teodor in Teodor-Mârza (eds.), Incurriuni, 45—58.

3. Areas of research

The historical concerns of the five historians were very varied in terms of the 
periods, regions or themes they studied and were closely linked to their 
professional formation, to the schools and universities in which they had learned, 
the cultural and political circles they frequented, their readings. For example, 
Brätianu’s scientific work cannot be understood without taking into account his 
proximity to Nicolae Iorga, his mentor, or his studies in Paris, under the 
supervision of the historians Ferdinand Lot and Charles Diehl. Similarly, Ion 
Nistor’s work was the fruit of his accumulations at the Austrian School of 
History and the School of Slavic, Balkan and South-East European Studies in 
Vienna, under the patronage of Konstantin Jirecek, as well as of the political line 
he followed. Examples of this type can continue.

3.1 UNIVERSAL HISTORY

An important observation is that these historians were very well connected to 
the European historical movement and were familiar with the major 
historiographical trends and the great European historians of his time. The best 
example is provided by Gheorghe I. Brätianu; through him, Romanian 
historiography was in perfect sync with contemporary Western historiography, 
especially with the Annales School.26 Paradoxically, his great monograph 
dedicated to the Black Sea, Marea Neagrd. De la originipänä la cucerirea otomanâ [The 
Black Sea. From Origins to the Ottoman Conquest], was written during the years 
of World War II, in parallel with Fernand Braudel’s monograph on the 
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Mediterranean Sea, published in 1949, which Brätianu’s own monograph 
resembles in terms of its design and structure, without either of the authors 
being aware of the other’s work.27 Like other of Brätianu’s major works, The 
Plack Sea was to be published posthumously, by the Romanian exile in Munich.

27 The book is based on a series of university lectures dedicated to the Black Sea. Teodor, Istoriâ 
románt, 81; Teodor, Introducere in istoriâ istoriografiei, 228-229; Spinei (ed.), Marea Neagrä, 13-49.

28 Teodor, Istoriâ romani, 92-102.
29 Mârza, "Romanian Historians, 106.
50 Comments on the historical researches of Ioan Lupa?: see Pascu-Teodor (eds.), Scrieri alese, 11- 

28; Edroiu-Mure?anu (eds.), Scrieri alese, XVII-XXXI.
51 Lupa?, “Individualilatea istoricá a Transilvaniei (1920),” 49-72; Idem, Transilvania, (1945), and its 

German, Italian and French editions. See also Mârza, “Transylvania and Hungary or Transylvania in 
Hungary,” 85-96.

Brätianu was the historian of the medieval South-Eastern Europe and of the 
Byzance par excellence. He explored its economic and trade history, the 
Venetian and Genoese trade in the Black Sea and at the Lower Danube too.28

3.2 HISTORY OF TRANSYLVANIA

As I mentioned before, the Romanian historians were interested in the 
historical provinces they originated. In the specific atmosphere of the period 
around 1918—1920 or on the eve of the World Was II, they understood to affirm 
through their publications as in the politics the fact that those provinces are 
Romanian provinces and that their historically belongs to Romania. Therefore 
they concentrated a lot of their scientifically energies in affirming it. For example, 
Silviu Dragomir's concerns revolved mainly around social, ethnical and 
confessional aspects of the history of the Romanians in Transylvania. He studied 
their social and institutional structures (nobility, institutions - knezates, 
voivodes) and continued the historiographical line of Ioan Bogdan, earning out 
his research in parallel with his colleague Ioan Lupas.29

Ioan Lupa?30 was actually die most important ideologue of the Romanian 
historical profile of Transylvania. His voice was the most authoritative voice in 
the Romanian historiography on Transylvania, and the influence of his ideas is 
still felt today. His historical conception started from the assumption of 
Transylvania’s historical individuality, the Romanian people being an integral part 
thereof. According to Ioan Lupa?, Transylvania was a key province for the birth 
and affirmation of the Romanian national being {Siebenbürgen — das Her% des 
rumänischen Lebensraumes'). Despite the natural barriers (the Carpathians, which 
had united rather than divided the Romanian people), Transylvania had stayed in 
permanent contact with the other Romanian provinces.31 Lupas affirmed the
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ancientness and constancy of the Romanian population in Transylvania, and 
permanently contested their subjection to the Holy Crown of Saint Stephen (i.e. 
Hungary).32

32 Idem, “Mitul ‘Sami Conane’ fi problema transilvanä” 343-360. His main publications on the 
institution of the voivode: Idem, “VoevodatulDransilvanieiP 83—114; Idem, “Rea/itati istoricel’ 1— 
85. Published as a leaflet: Bucuresti, Imprimeria Nationals, 1938.

33 Dragomir, “Contribuât? 1065-1247; Idem, Relafiik (1914). See Ghitta, “Silviu Dragomir,” 53-59.
34 Dragomir, liomlnii din Transilvania (1963, 19902). Miron, “Silviu Dragomir” 599-604.
35 Cf. Radosay (ed.), Istoria bisericeascâ a románilor ardeleni, 20.
36 Lupaj, Çovinismulconjesional (1903).
37 Idem, “Desbinarea bisericeascâ, ” 641-658; Miron, “loan Latpafl’ 101-109.

In terms of his historical outlook, Silviu Dragomir was very close to Lupaj. 
From the very beginning of his career, Dragomir studied the ecclesiastical ties of 
the Orthodox Romanians in Transylvania with Russia and Serbia, a subject on 
which he published two important contributions in 1912 and 191433. Thus, he 
published a very thoroughly documented monograph Istoria desrobirei religioase a 
románilor din Ardeal tn secolul XVIII [The History of the Religious Emancipation 
of the Romanians in Transylvania in the 18th Century] (Sibiu, 1920—1930), a 
book written from a very Orthodox confessional perspective. One of the topics 
of confessional history that Silviu Dragomir approached from an overtly 
confessional angle, even after 1948, was the Union of the Romanian Church with 
Rome, especially given the fact that the Communist regime that banned the 
Greek-Catholic Church in 1948 approved and encouraged the point of view 
expressed by the historian.34

Ioan Lupa? was also interested into the ecclesiastical history. His research 
topic were close to those of Silviu Dragomir, but he was interested not only in 
the life of the institution and of its bishops and metropolitans, about whom he 
published numerous studies and articles (Sava Brancovici, Gherasim Adamovici, 
Ioan Bob, Andrei ßaguna), but also in the religious life of ordinary believers. In 
1918, he published an important synthesis Istoria bisericeascâ a románilor ardeleni 
[The Ecclesiastical History of the Transylvanian Romanians].35 Although he 
wrote this book from the position of an Orthodox behever, he was a moderate 
analyst compared to Silviu Dragomir. In his youth, he even published a paper, 
which has remained little known of, in which he disavowed the confessional bias 
in the Romanian historical writing in Transylvania, even though at times he also 
exhibited it.36 He was also interested in the topic of the Union with Rome, a 
moment he referred to as the “ecclesiastical rift of the Transylvanian 
Romanians.”37
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The third Transylvanian historian was Zeno vie Pâclisanu38 and he was also 
interested in ecclesiastical history, but from an opposite, again, confessional 
point of view. He was the historian by excellence of the Union with Rome, as 
well as of the Greek-Catholic Church in Transylvania. He had the merit of 
drafting the first synthesis on the history of the Greek-Catholic Church - Istoria 
Bisericil Romane Unite cu Roma [The History7 of the Romanian Church United with 
Rome], which, although it was written more than half a century ago, has 
preserved, in a sense, its topicality.39 He published numerous papers and studies 
on the history of the Romanian Church in general, focusing on Transylvania and 
the religious and on the cultural ties of the Romanians in Transylvania with the 
Reformation and the Counter-Reformation. He researched both ecclesiastical 
institutions and the religious life of the Orthodox and Greek-Catholic believers. 
He was interested in aspects of social history — Romanian elites, especially? the 
clergy?, the relations between Church and Nation too. Many? of his papers 
touched the question of the relation between Romanians in Transylvania and the 
medieval and modern Hungary, some of them showing the author as a very? 
strong polemist.40

38 For Zenovie Pâclijanu’s historiographical activity, see I. Mârza in Pâcliçanu, Relatio Rnmenorum, 
20-43.

M The work was written during the bleakest period in the author’s life, when he hovered between 
arrests, detentions and brief spells of freedom. The book was published in exile, in West 
Germany, in the Greek-Catholic exile publication Bnnavestire (1975-1978) (the first part); the 
second part also appeared in Germany (1991-1993), while the complete edition of the work 
was published by Galaxia Gutenberg Press in Târgu I.äpus in 2006. Also see I. Mârza in 
Pâclisanu, Relatio Rnmenorum, Sl-Vi.

40 Pâclijanu, Propaganda catolicä (1920); Pâclisanu, “Ungarin fi aepunea catolicä’.
41 See a general presentation of his publications in Grecu, “Nistor,” 24-46.

3.3. HISTORY OF BUKOVINA

Ion Nistor was a native of Bukovina and this fact influenced his whole 
historiographical activity?. His main research topics were connected to the history? 
of Bukovina and Bessarabia too. Fie had a good knowledge of the Austrian, 
Hungarian, Ukrainian, Russian, Polish, Czechoslovak and Western publications 
on the topics and he had a large perspective on regional history. Nistor published 
numerous studies, articles and books about the historical identity? of Moldavia, 
the Moldavian-Polish and Moldavian (Romanian)-Ukrainian relations, aspects 
related to the ancientness of the Romanian population in Bukovina, the 
administration, education, culture and ecclesiastical history?, the problem of the 
immigrations to Bukovina.41 His numerous researches and historical works
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dedicated to the Romanian-Ukrainian relations and the Ukrainian issue bear 
most visibly the hallmark of Nistor, the politician. They were anchored in the 
everyday reality of Bukovina in around 1900—1910, which Ion Nistor kept in 
touch with throughout his life, including during his academic career in Vienna or 
at Chemivtsi, before and after 1918.

His first major research topic was the issue of Bukovina’s northern frontier, 
about the area of interference between modern Moldavia and Ukraine, about 
which Nistor published Die moldauische Ansprüche aufPokutien (Vienna, 1910), in 
the prestigious series Archiv für österreichische Geschichte. In 1911 and 1912, Nistor 
pubEshed two other important works, with far-reaching echoes at the time, on 
Moldavia’s trade poEcy during the Middle Ages.42

42 Nistor, Die auswärtigen Handelsbeziehungen (1911); Idem, Hande! und Wandel (1912). See also 
Grecu, “Nistor? 24—26.

43 Nistor, Românii fi Rutenii (1915); Grecu, “Nistor,” 29-30.
44 I dem, Probléma ucraineanâ (1934).
45 I dem, Istoria tíasarabiei (1923).
46 I dem, Drepturile noastre asupra Hotinului (1918).

The book Românii p Rutenii in Bucovina. Studiu istorie si statistic [The Romanians 
and the Ruthenians in Bukovina. A Historical and Statistical Study] had great 
poUtical value, which is why it was translated into German for the Romanian 
Academy and printed in 1918. This study proved to be very valuable at the Paris 
Peace Conference and its documentary annexes helped to estabEsh the 
Romanian-PoEsh border.43 An important study was Problema ucraineanâ tn lumina 
istoriei [The Ukrainian Question in the Light of History], a historical excursus 
about Ukraine and the Ukrainians, as weU as about their historical links with 
Bukovina and the Romanian population there.44 The historian carried his 
research weU into his contemporary era, explaining the context of the faüure to 
create an independent Ukrainian state and the incorporation of the Ukrainian- 
inhabited historical provinces into the Soviet Union. As I mentioned before, 
Nistor was also interested in Bessarabian history. In 1923, he pubEshed a 
consistent monograph Istoria Basarabiei [The History7 of Bessarabia].45

Besides his scientific works, Nistor pubEshed an impressive number of 
popularization writings. Undeniably, these were historical researches, but their 
purpose was propagandistic. For example, during his stay in Kishinev, in early 
1918, Nistor was involved in an intense cultural and propagandistic activity, 
advocating the Romanian cause: he was at the helm of a People’s University, 
where he gave a lecture that was pubEshed shordy afterwards: Drepturile noastre 
asupra Aotinului [Our Rights over Hotin].46

The connexion between history and poEtics was expressed by Nistor during 
his pubEcations on the Romanian-Czechoslovak relations in the context of the 
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strong political ties between Romania and Czechoslovakia during the interwar 
period. Nistor published one of his first syntheses dedicated to the historical 
relations between the two countries: Cehoslovacii fi Pomanii [The Czechoslovakians 
and the Romanians] (Chemivtsi, 1930), and an article in homage to Tomás 
Garrigue Masaryk, the first President of Czechoslovakia. Both works were 
published from the twofold standpoint of the historian and of the politician.

Ioan Lupa§ was a theorist of history, he helped chart out the periodization of 
Romanian history - Fpocele principale în istoria românilor [The Main Epochs in the 
Romanians’ History] (Cluj, 1928)47 — and highlighted the importance of the 
geographical, cultural, religious, economic and ethnographic factors in national 
history. He was aware of Valoarea educativa a istoriei nationale [The Educational 
Value of National Histon-] - the title of a public conference he gave in 1939.48 
He was the first historian from Cluj who showed a constant concern with the 
history of historiography.49 He focused on the works of Nicolaus Olahus, Miron 
Costin, Dimitrie Cantemir, Petru Maior, A.D. Xenopol, and on Transylvanian 
historiography in general: Cronicari si istoriei români din Transilvania [Romanian 
Chroniclers and Historians from Transylvania] (Craiova, 1933, second edition 
Craiova, 1941). He highlighted the role of historical figures: the Wallachian and 
Moldavian princes Basarab I, Stephen the Great, Michael the Brave, Matei 
Basarab, the Transylvanian voivodes Ladislaus Kán, Bartholomew Drágffy, John 
Hunyadi, Stephen Báthory, the Primate of Hungary7 Nicholaus Olahus, the 
Transylvanian prince Gabriel Bethlen, Horea, the leader of the peasant’s uprising 
in Transylvania in 1784—1785, Emperor Joseph II, Metropolit Andrei Çaguna, 
Avram Iancu and King Charles I of Romania. All these historical figures were 
supporting the key theses of Romanian historiography.

47 Edroiu-Mure?anu (eds.), Serien alese, 25-27.
48 Ibid., 31-38. Also see Lupa?, “Sensui fi scopul istoriei' [The Aim and Purpose of History], in Ibid., 

54-62; first edition 1928.
49 Ibid., 24-25.
40 Lupa?, Istoria românilor (1921) (15 editions between 1921-1944); Idem, Precutul nostra românesc 

(1934).
51 Idem, Istoria Unirii românilor (1937,19382, 19933).

Ioan Lupas also published several school textbooks,50 through which the 
historical discourse that he and the School of History7 in Cluj practised reached a 
very- broad readership. This target was reached by other type of publications too. 
For example, the same historian published in 1937, at the request of King 
Charles II, the synthesis Istoria Unirii românilor [The History' of the Romanians’ 
Union],51 in which he summed up the arguments upheld in the Romanian 
historiography over the recent decades concerning the historical premises and
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consistency of the Romanian national unity thesis, the Romanian profile of the 
provinces annexed and integrated by Romania at the end of the World War I.

In the same atmosphere, Gheorghe I. Brätianu published a great monograph 
on the question of the origin and continuity of the Romanians, a topic frequently 
put into question by other (so-called revisionist) historiographies. Une énigme et un 
miracle historique: le peuple roumain (French edition: Bucharest, 1937, second edition, 
Bucharest, 1942; Romanian edition: Bucharest, 1940) was the result of an 
interesting and involuntary' exercise in historiography. The book’s starting point 
was Brätianu’s polemic against the French historian Ferdinand Lot, who 
discussed the Romanians’ ethnogenesis in his monograph Les invasions barbares et 
le peuplement de l’Europe (Paris, 1937), in a chapter whose title Brätianu’s book took 
over.52

52 The association between the Romanians’ ethnogenesis and a historical enigma was first made 
by the Romanian historian Xenopol, Les Roumains (1885); Brätianu, Une énigme (1937), 
Romanian version: Bucharest, 1940. See the new edition, translated by’ Marina Radulescu. 
Bre^eanu (ed.), Brätianu, Gheorghe L Une énigme, 6, 41. See also Ghitta in Incursiuni in opera istoricä, 
15-25.

4. Historical publications and propaganda

The last mentioned books of Lupas and Brätianu were published in a new 
international context, a difficult time for Romania, when its frontiers, confirmed 
by' the Paris Peace Conference, were called into question. This is one of the 
factors which should be taken into consideration in the analysis of the historical 
publications of the five historians (and their whole generation too). These 
publications have an evident militant character, and this conducted my' research 
to the idea of propaganda.

This is not the place to discuss the relation between science and propaganda 
and, respectively, between scientific works and propaganda. It should be noted, 
however, that the publication of some papers (articles, scientific or 
popularization books) addressing certain sensitive issues for various historical 
periods and, especially, their publication in international languages is a clue that 
suggests their being enlisted for propaganda purposes. These publications 
supported the standpoints of the Romanian diplomacy' and politics, articulated 
by historians, geographers, linguists, sociologists, and ethnographers. Among 
them, the voices of Gheorghe I. Brätianu, Ion Nistor, Zenovie Pâclisanu, Silviu 
Dragomir and Ioan Lupas were among the most authoritative and representative.

At the beginning, it should mention the historical publications with a general 
character. Some publications made reference to entire Romania and presented it 
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from the perspective of its history, population, demography, economy and 
culture, or discussed particular aspects thereof. In this category, we could include 
- at random - the publications of Gheorghe I. Brätianu, i.e. Origines etformation de 
l’unité roumaine (Bucarest, 1943) or Silviu Dragomir, Ha politique de la Roumanie a 
l’égard des minorités ethniques (Bucarest, 1940).

4.1 HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS ABOUT TRANSYLVANIA

The most numerous publications were dedicated to particular historical 
provinces. Transylvania attracted the most substantial scientific and editorial 
effort of the Romanian historiography. It was the largest of the historical 
provinces, the most significant in terms of its demography, nationality, history, 
culture, economy and, not least, strategic position. Lastly, the province of 
Transylvania was overladen with historical significance and its reception at the 
level of the collective mind-set, the political class and historical writing was 
fraught with sentimental overtones. Since the early days of modern Romanian 
historical writing, Transylvania had been a symbol that was automatically 
associated with such concepts as the union, national unity, and the national state.

The first category of publication is the monographs, the big synthesis 
dedicated to the province. It was a collective effort of many authors (historians, 
geographers, ethnographers, linguists, sociologists, art historians, historians of 
the literature, specialists in demography and statistics, historians of the law, 
economists) who published representative books on Transylvania, expressing the 
official Romanian point of view. Many of those contributions were published 
not only in collective volumes, but as independent volumes too and they 
circulated in this form as well, being used as propaganda works. I will mention 
here the monograph published in French, Ha Transylvanie (Bucharest, 1938), 
coordinated by Ioan Lupa?. This work was published by the Institute for 
National History in Cluj under the patronage of the Romanian Academy. In 
1943, a similar monograph, in two volumes, was published in German — 
Siebenbürgen by the Institute for the Romanians’ History in Bucharest. The book 
was edited by Silviu Dragomir and its foreword was signed by Constantin C. 
Giurescu, director of the Institute. After the war, under the leadership of Silviu 
Dragomir, the Centre for Studies and Research on Transylvania in Cluj produced 
another work of synthesis entitled Lzz Transylvanie, which was published in French 
and English (Paris, 1946), for the purposes of the Romanian diplomacy during 
the Peace Conference in Paris.

Another category of publications was represented by the articles and papers 
published by historians in periodicals, volumes or as brochures. Many of them 
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were initially pubEshed in Romanian, in periodicals or in book format, while later 
they were republished in foreign languages. For example, Ioan Lupa§ pubEshed 
in 1943 two volumes of studies in German, elaborating on several of his 
previous conferences and articles. The two volumes, entitled Z«r Geschichte der 
Rumänen: Aufsätze und Vorträge and Beiträge %ar Geschichte Siebenbürgens, included a 
significant number of articles (21 and 33 respectively), many of them appearing, 
surprisingly, in both volumes (Sibiu, 1943). The selection of the papers pubEshed 
here is showing us that the author’s intention was not necessarily to pubEsh for 
the aims of propaganda, because he did not select his most representative papers 
from this point of view. He was particularly concerned to make available to the 
foreign (German-speaking) pubEc many of his writings on the history of 
Transylvania; hence, Lupas’s propagandistic intentions should not be ruled out.

Another example shows us the publication poEcy adopted by Ioan Lupas or 
by other historians. Lupas pubEshed the article “Realitap istorice in voevodatul 
Transilvaniei din sec. XII—XVI” [Historical ReaEties in the Voivodeship of 
Transylvania between the 12th and the 16th Centuries] in Bae Anuarul Institutului 
de Istorie Pdationalä (vol. VII, 1936-1938); this article was later on translated into 
French and pubEshed, in 1938, in the volume La Transylvanie (Bucharest, 1938) 
and also as a separate volume (Bucharest, 1938).

One of the most important pubEcations of Ioan Lupa§ from propaganda 
perspective (but from historiographical perspective too) is Transilvania “inima 
teriioriului etnic românesc” [Transylvania — The “Heart of the Romanian Ethnic 
Territory”], which Ioan Lupaç only pubEshed in Romanian in Sibiu in 1945, after 
having printed it in German, French, and Italian (Bucharest, 1941—1942).

Silviu Dragomir published a similar work in Romanian: Problema Transilvaniei 
[The Transylvanian Issue], which was then translated into German: Die 
siebenbürgische Frage (both pubEshed in 1941). Fie also pubEshed two important 
papers dedicated to Transylvania and Banat: La Transylvanie avant et après 
l’Arbitrage de Vienne (Sibiu, 1943) and Le Banat roumain: esquisse historique (Sibiu, 
1944).

Many pubEcations insisted on the Romanian profile of the province of 
Transylvania, on the permanent presence of the Romanian during the 
Transylvania’s history. They usually started with presentations of the natural 
landscape of Transylvania, with an emphasis on the province’s close geographic 
connections to the regions outside the Carpathians (Wallachia and Moldavia). 
Transylvania was showed as the very heart of the Romanian lands, Transylvania 
and the other provinces inhabited by the Romanians were considered as 
symmetrically arranged and representing a unitary geographical space. Romania 
was seen as the result of an organic historical process, of a millennial history. The 
Carpathians were considered as a central axis around which the history of the
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Romanian people had revolved the backbone of the Romanian national being. 
That these mountains had never been an obstacle in the way of communication 
among the Romanians from the historical provinces.53

53 See Lupa§, Transilvania (1945) and its French, Italian and German versions. See also Somejan, 
Laurian in Ta Transylvanie, 1938, 7-36; Mehedinji, Le Pays et le peuple roumain, 24—30. Comments 
in Mârza, “Transylvania and Hungary,” 93.

54 Lupas, 1- Die Grundlagen der rumänischen Volkseinheit, 1-32.
55 Makkai, Histoire de Transylvanie, 9-11; Iancu, Victor in Revue de Transylvanie, X, 1-2, (1944): 44— 

70.
36 Lupag, “Réalités historique/’. Published as a leaflet: Bucarest, s.n., 1938. See also Mârza, 

“Transylvania and Hungary,” 89-95.
57 Soméban in La Transylvanie, 1938, 7-36; Mehedinp in Siebenbürgen, vol. 1, 3—18; Mehedinfi, Le 

Pays et le peuple, 24—30; Mihäilescu, Vintilä in Dragomir (ed.), D Transylvanie, 11-30.
58 Siebenbürgen, vol. 2, 437-794; Dragomir, Die siebenbütgische Frage, 17-22; Idem, La Transylvanie 

avant et après, 30-35. See also Leon, La Transylvanie (1943).
59 Dragomir, La Transylvanie avant et après, 50.

The underlying principle was the full unity of the Romanian territory and 
people. The geographical context was unitary, the history of the Romanians from 
all the three Romanian Countries (Transylvania, Wallachia, Moldavia) was unitary 
too, just like their economic life, customs and traditions, culture and, above all, 
their language and Orthodox faith were also unitary.54 Any idea that strayed off 
this principle, for example, the thesis about the natural association and historical 
connection between Transylvania and Hungary that had been advanced in 
Hungarian historiography or the thesis of Transylvanism55 were debunked and 
disavowed. The main institution associated by the Romanian historians with 
“their” own Transylvania was the institution of the voivode, and Ioan Lupaj was 
the most significant contributor in this regard.56

Within its natural borders of 1918, Romania was seen as the result of an 
organic historical process, of a millennial history and not as the outcome of some 
fleeting desire for conquest on the part of a belligerent population.57 It should 
not surprise us the emphasis placed on the history of Transylvania after 1918 in 
order to highlight the development of the province as an integral part of 
Romania. The argument was probably most strongly emphasized in the second 
volume of the vast monograph Siebenbürgen (Bucharest, 1943), which included 
studies on the development of literature and art, of education, the sciences, 
health, the economy, transportation, constructions and agriculture of this 
historical province.58 59 Therefore, after two decades of successful participation of 
Transylvania into the Romanian society, culture and economy, the loss of North- 
Western Transylvania under the Vienna Dictate was perceived by the Romanian 
historians (by the Romanian society too) as un-natural from several perspectives, 
including from a geographical standpoint. More like that, this territorial seizure 
contravened historical logici
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In their writings, all the authors from Transylvania (the Orthodox Ioan Lupa? 
and Silviu Dragomir, but also the Greek-Catholic Zenovie Pâclisanu) insisted on 
the situation of the ethnic and religious minorities in Romania, mainly focusing 
on those in Transylvania, since one of the major propaganda efforts the 
Romanian state made during the inter-war period and World War II was aimed 
at demonstrating the government’s concern for the minorities and at underlining 
their social, economic and cultural progress after 1918, the year of their inclusion 
into Romania, in matters pertaining to.their religious and intellectual Efe, to 
confessional education and the freedom of the press.60 In 1940, Gheorghe I. 
Brätianu brought a new factor into discussion: the Romanian population across 
the Romanian borders and the imperative need that they should receive the same 
treatment as all the other minorities:

60 Idem, lai Transylvanie roumaine et ses minorités ethniques, (1934); Idem, lai Transylvanie avant et après,
35-41; Lupaç, Ursprung und Entwicklung, 22; Caliani, Aug. in Siebenbürgen, vol. 2, 611-634.

61 Brätianu, Die rumänische Frage, 9.
62 Szász, The minorities (1927).
63 See the papers of Morariu, Tiberiu, Soméban, Laurian, Teodor, Avram P., Sassu, C. in: 

Siebenbürgen, vol. 1,71-90,111-126, 207-226, 349-380.
64 Pâclisanu, “Der Kampf der Volksgruppen“ 227-248; Lupas, Hungarian policy of magyari%ation (1944).

Rumänien fordert nur von aUen Nachbarstaaten, die gleiche Mässigung zu 
zeigen und die gleichen Opfer darzubringen um des Friedens, der freien 
Entwicklung der Völker und des witschafdichen Fortschrittes von Europa 
willen.61

The minorities theme was one of leitmotifs in the Romanian historical 
discourse, especially after 1940. The predilection for these topics was also the 
echo of a tense international atmosphere and a response to the Hungarian 
pubkcations that complained about the highly underprivileged status of the 
minorities in Romania after 1918.62 For example, the ample monograph 
pubEshed in German in 1943 devoted great attention to the minorities in 
Transylvania, including studies on the Hungarians, the Saxons and the Szeklers, 
which tackled aspects of their history, culture and current situation in 
Transylvania after 1918.63 Zenovie PâcEsanu noticed a big contradiction between 
the large freedom offered by the Romanian state to the minorities, and the 
Hungary’s pokey towards its nationakties. The central idea behind his works 
concerned the fact that the Hungarian government had constantly led a pokey of 
Magyarization until 1918, aiming to supplant the country’s ethnic mosaic with 
the monokthic nation-state and persecuting, to that end, Hungary’s non
Hungarian nationakties.64 PâcEsanu did not Emit his interest to the Romanians in
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Transylvania, but made equal reference to the situation of the Saxons, the 
Swabians, the Slovaks and the Ruthenians there and spoke on a policy of 
Nicbtberechtigung, in contradiction to the principle of Gleichberechtigung.65

65 Pâclisanu, Der Ausrottungskampf Ungarns, 24, 56.
66 Iorga, Ea vérité sur le passé et le présent de la Bessarabie (1922, 19402); Ciobanu, L? continuité roumaine 

(1920); Ciobanu, Lai Bessarabie. (1941).
67 See other publications: Brätianu, Roumanie et Hongrie (1940); Idem, Die rumänische Frage, Idem, 

Rumänische Einheit (1944). See an analysis in P. Teodor in Incursiuni in opera istoricä, 36-44.

4.2 HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS ABOUT MOLDAVIA AND
DOBRUDJA

As regards the other Romanian historical provinces whose legitimate 
inclusion into Romania was called into question on the eve of the World War II, 
big political, diplomatic and propagandistic efforts were made around Bessarabia. 
The publications of the years 1938—1940—1944 merely continued a tradition of 
historiography that had begun in 1918-1919, when interest in this province 
registered a climax and when the Romanian historians published many works 
serving external propaganda purposes: Nicolae Iorga, §tefan Ciobanu,66 67 together 
with Ion Nistor and Gheorghe I. Brätianu. Again, the Romanian publications 
were only one part of the dispute; on the other side of the barricade, the 
Ukrainian and the Russian historians were as radical and convincing as the 
Romanian scholars. As shown above, historical discourse about Bukovina was, 
for various reasons, most often associated (especially in around and after the year 
1940) with Bessarabia, probably because the two provinces were usually brought 
into discussion together in the diplomatic circles, even though they constituted 
distinct subchapters of the same Moldavian chapter in history.

One of the Romanian authors who constantly returned to the matter of 
Bessarabia and had the necessary training and competence to do so was 
Gheorghe I. Brätianu, the historian of the Romanian unity.b~ Having witnessed the 
great catastrophe of the summer of 1940, when, following the Soviet ultimatum, 
Romania evacuated Bessarabia (and Northern Bukovina and the Hertza region - 
as compensation required by the Soviets), Brätianu undertook the writing of a 
complex work that would represent Romania’s point of view on the Bessarabian 
issue:
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Il nous faut informer sans tarder tous ceux auxquels incombe la lourde tâche 
de reconstruire l’Europe et le monde, de l’intérêt primordial et du droit 
indiscutable que représente pour la Roumanie la question de la Bessarabie.68

68 Brätianu, JLt Bessarabie, 7-8. See also Idem, Die rumänische Frage, 12.
69 Idem, La Moldavie et ses frontières historiques (1940). Second edition: Bucarest, Les Editions Dacia, 

1941.
70 Idem, Die rumänische Frage, 12.
71 Idem, La Bessarabie,211—216,223—224.
72 Nistor, Românii si Rutenir, Idem, Dreplurile noastre', Idem, Problema ucraineanä, Idem, La Bessarabie et 

la Bucovine, (1937); Idem, Die Vereinigung der Bukowina mit Rumänien (1940), and its English 
edition; Idem, Die Herkunft (1943).

The main thesis upheld the historical unity of Moldova’s territory (including 
the northern part of Bukovina, the Hertza region and Bessarabia) and its 
quintessentially Romanian character.69 Another fundamental idea was that after 
Bessarabia had been annexed to Russia in 1812, the latter had deployed there a 
systematic Russification program, which had nonetheless failed, as the Romanian 
character of the province had survived intact.

Both Brätianu and Nistor were more than mere historians: they were also 
politicians, and their political experience transpired from their historical 
publications. Gheorghe I. Brätianu constantly drew attention to the dangers that 
the USSR posed to Romania, going so far as to claim that the USSR was a threat 
not only to the frontiers of Romania, but to those of entire Europe.70 Brätianu 
also had the occasion to witness the inability of Romania’s traditional allies, 
England and France, to offer his country security guarantees, in 1940, for the 
territory of Bessarabia, in the event of a Soviet aggression.71 Nistor was less 
active in the forefront of Romanian politics, but he published more about 
Bessarabia and Bukovina. As I showed before, his first historical publications 
about the two provinces came out in the first two decades of the 20th century. 
From 1918 on and, especially, on the eve of the war and during the war, he 
published several writings with an obvious propagandistic intent, as well as many 
historical works in Romanian which may not have had a propagandistic agenda, 
but they pertained to a certain historiographical atmosphere.72

A distinct theme of historical propaganda on Bessarabia was the motif of the 
Romanian population across the Dniester River. It is well known that during the 
Eastern Campaign (1941), the Romanian Army led by Marshal Ion Antonescu 
advanced beyond the Dniester, which had hitherto served as Romania’s 
traditional natural eastern border, and continued its military operations across 
the river, in Transnistria. Leaving aside the enthusiasm accompanying the 
military offensive in the so-called Holy War against Bolshevism, in Romania the 
crossing of the Dniester was perceived as a turning point at the time (as it is also 
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considered nowadays). At that time, the Romanian historians brought the 
argument of the Romanian population living in large communities also across 
the Dniester. Among them was Gheorghe I. Brätianu, too, but he also expressed 
his scepticism about the occupation of Transnistria: “La Roumanie ne doit qu’au 
hasard de la guerre d’avoir occupé la ‘Transnistrie’ entre le Dniestr et le Boug.”73 
Romania included Transnistria among its concerns after its occupation in 1941. 
Several books and reviews dedicated to this area were published, including a 
study by Ion Nistor.74

73 Brätianu, Ta Bessarabie, 210.
74 Nistor, Aspecte geopolitice p culturale (1942).
75 Stoica, The Dobrogea (1919); Tafrali, Ta Roumanie transdanubienne (1918); Comnène, Lz Dobrogea 

(Dobroudja) (1918).

A territory that engendered the publication of a large number of historical 
propaganda works was Dobrudja, whose southern part (the so-called Cadrilater) 
had been obtained by Romania at the expense of Bulgaria under the 1913 Peace 
Treaty of Bucharest. As of that moment, the Cadrilater became a constant object 
of dispute between the two countries and, as in the case of Transnistria in 1941, 
the Romanian historians found historical arguments to justify the crucial 
importance why this small territory should belong to Romania. This became the 
subject of heated disputes in 1916—1918. Bulgaria occupied the Cadrilater after 
Romania’s entry into war, and Romania reoccupied the terri ton- at the end of the 
war. Its possession was confirmed by the peace treaties and generated new 
historical writings on the part of the Romanian, Bulgarian or Western 
historians,75 who presented the history of the province from ancient times until 
after the year 1878. Like in the case of Transylvania, the authors who published 
about Dobrudja stressed the rapid modernization of the province under the 
Romanian administration.

5. Conclusions

At the end of this analysis, several conclusions may be drawn. This paper has 
interrogated the connection between historians and propaganda, closely studying 
the cases of five Romanian historians who were representative for the 
historiography from first half of the 20th century: Gheorghe I. Brätianu, Silviu 
Dragomir, Ioan Lupas, Zenovie Pâclisanu and Ion Nistor. I examined their 
educational and university trajectories, their academic and political careers, their 
historical concerns and publications. I discovered that the great themes of the 
Romanian historiography of the time, represented by the five historians (and by 
their colleagues from the same generation), corresponded to the agenda of the 
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Romanian diplomats and politicians during the interwar period and, especially, 
during the first part of War World II. Its major themes were Romania’s territorial 
integrity within the borders established by the Peace Treaties of 1919-1920 and 
the Romanian character of the provinces adjoined to the homeland in 1918 
(Transylvania, Bessarabia, Bukovina and Dobrudja). Thus, through the academic 
positions they occupied in universities and research institutions, through the 
reviews they published and the numerous articles, studies, books and pamphlets 
they wrote over the years, diese historians mobilized themselves and fought with 
their own weapons to fulfil the requirements of Romania’s politics and 
diplomacy. Of course, their quality of politicians facilitated this relation.

Thus, the historians under consideration here wrote works of propaganda, 
contributed to the internal and, especially, to the external propaganda in favour 
of Romania and the great themes of its diplomacy. Despite the negative 
resonance of the term propaganda, we may notice - in this case - that these 
historians placed their works in the service of their country, like other historians 
from Romania or other countries also did. In this way, they were, to paraphrase 
Gheorghe I. Brätianu, who paid homage to Marc Bloch in 1946,76 scholars and 
soldiers, but soldiers armed with the weapons of science.

76 In Revue historique du Sud-Est européen, XXIII (1946): 5-20. See also Toderajcu (ed.), Cuvinte, I— 
IX.

Translation by Carmen Veronica Borbély
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